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Purpose: To investigate crystalline lens tilt and decentrationwith respect to the corneal
vertex (CV) using swept-source optical coherence tomography (SS-OCT) combinedwith
three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction.

Methods: Thirty consecutive patients with cataract (30 right eyes) were included in this
prospective, observational, pilot case series study. SS-OCT anterior segment images and
3D reconstructions were used for data analysis.

Results: The mean distance between the central points of crystalline lens plane and
limbus plane was approximately 0.33 ± 0.18 mm. The distance of the center of the
limbus plane relative to the CV was approximately 0.31 ± 0.14 mm, which approxi-
mated the distance of the center of the crystalline lens plane relative to the CV at 0.33±
0.20 mm (P = 0.354). However, the centers of the limbus and crystalline planes were
not in the same quadrant in 80% of eyes (24/30). Moreover, the crystalline lens tilted by
approximately 4.16° ± 1.97° relative to the CV.

Conclusions: The center of the limbus plane was not consistent with that of the
crystalline lens plane. The tilt and decentration of the crystalline lens were natural
phenomena.

Translational Relevance: The SS-OCT technology combined with 3D reconstruction
was useful for quantifying the tilt and decentration of the crystalline lens. The definition
of angle alpha used for premium IOL screening should be updated.

Introduction

The accurate centration of premium intraocular
lens (IOLs) is essential to ensure enhanced postoper-
ative visual function. The relatively large distance of
decentration of (or the center of) the multifocal IOL
from the visual axis may result in the passage of central
light through the diffractive rings but not the center of
optic zone, resulting in higher order aberrations that
can affect patient satisfaction. Therefore, the iTrace
device (Tracey Technologies, Houston, TX) is used to
obtain the angle alpha data for premium IOL selec-
tion in clinical practice. Angle alpha, which is defined
as the potential difference between the center of the

limbus and visual axis, is preferred for the screening
of candidates for premium IOLs in the clinic setting
over angle kappa (the potential difference between the
pupillary center and visual axis).1 However, the calcu-
lation of angle alpha is based on the hypothesis that
the central point of the limbus plane is the same as the
central point of the lens plane. Obviously, the reliability
of this hypothesis should be tested. Moreover, Wang
et al.2 demonstrated the existence of a natural tilt of
approximately 3.7° ± 1.1° in the crystalline lens with
respect to the visual axis using a swept-source optical
coherence tomography (SS-OCT) biometer. Moreover,
we believe that the magnitude of not only the tilt but
also the crystalline lens could be decentered relative to
the visual axis.
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Figure 1. Six high-resolution, cross-sectional anterior segment imageswith 30° intervals centered on the corneal vertex (yellow vertical line
in each B-scan image) used for 3D reconstruction of the crystalline lens.

The ANTERION Metrics App (Heidelberg
Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany), in conjunction
with a high-resolution SS-OCT imaging device, can
provide six high-resolution cross-sectional anterior
segment images with 30° intervals centered on the
corneal vertex (CV) (Fig. 1). The CV is a stable
and preferred morphological reference point, which
is nearly the best approximation that can be used
to determine the alignment to the visual axis.3 The
Metrics App can also clearly reveal information
regarding the cornea, anterior chamber, lens anterior,
and posterior capsule in one cross-sectional image.
The above-mentioned imaging information makes
three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction of the anterior
segment possible, which enables verification of prior
assumptions about the respective centers of the limbus
and the lens. Moreover, it also can provide more infor-
mation about the crystalline lens tilt and decentration
relative to the CV.

To the best of our knowledge, this was the first study
to analyze the potential difference between the central
point of the limbus plane and that of the crystalline
lens plane and the crystalline lens tilt and decentration
with reference to the CV using 3D reconstruction and
SS-OCT imaging.

Methods

This study was conducted at Shanxi Eye Hospi-
tal (Taiyuan, Shanxi, China). The research protocol

was approved by the institutional review board and
performed according to the tenets of the Declaration
of Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained
from each participant after they were told the nature
of this study.

Participants

The study included a total of 30 consecutive
patients with cataract (30 right eyes), who presented
to our clinic in good general health and met the
inclusion criteria. The eligibility criteria included a
best-corrected visual acuity ≥ 4/20 with the ability
to cooperate during the SS-OCT image acquisition
procedure. The exclusion criteria were all detectable
ocular diseases and inability to complete the examina-
tion, recent ocular surgery, contact lens usage, and use
of any eye drops.

SS-OCT Imaging

SS-OCT anterior imaging was performed by the
same technician (X-GW) using the ANTERION
device (software version 1.3.4.0; Heidelberg Engineer-
ing) in a semi-dark room without pupillary dilation,
with the patient in the sitting position. The anterior
segment Metrics App scan model with an axial resolu-
tion of less than 10 μm and lateral resolution of less
than 30 μm was used. The images were obtained on
six axes at 30° intervals (0°–180°, 30°–210°, 60°–240°,
90°–270°, 120°–300°, and 150°–330°), and the anterior
and posterior optical surfaces of the crystalline lens
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were imaged with reference to the CV. For each cross-
sectional anterior segment image, six successive B-
scans were captured and averaged. The quality of
each measurement was examined by an expert, and
the captured images that met the acquisition quality
criteria (the parameters evaluated included motion,
fixation, tear film and lid, camera image segmenta-
tion, refraction correction, and tracking) were used for
further analysis. The above-mentioned six-meridian B-
scan cross-sectional images and corresponding ocular
camera image allowed 3D reconstruction of the
anterior ocular segment, which included the crystalline
lens and limbus planes.

Lens Tilt and Decentration Calculation

The crystalline lens tilt and decentration relative
to CV were calculated using a self-designed image
processing software that utilized theMATLAB version
9.4.0.813654 (MathWorks, Natick,MA)with amethod
that was partially similar to our previously published
method (SupplementaryMaterial S1).4 First, the zoom
factor of each cross-sectional OCT image and the
ocular camera image was calculated. This step was
incorporated to readjust and ensure that the above-
mentioned images used the same scale for the subse-
quent steps. Second, the reference points in the B-scan
images and ocular camera image, such as the center
point of the six scan lines, which was also the CV,
werematched. This step ensured that the ocular camera
image and B-scan images could be reconstructed using
the same 3D coordinates. Third, parabolas were fitted
to the anterior and posterior capsules to reconstruct
the 3D lens shape and automatically calculate the
crystalline lens plane, its central point, and normal
vector (the line perpendicular to the crystalline lens
plane). Fourth, best fitting of the circular plane of
the horizontal limbus end points was performed to
reconstruct the limbus plane and automatically calcu-
late its center point. Finally, the lens tilt angle (i.e.,
the angle between the normal vector and CV) and the
lens decentration (i.e., the plane offset distance between
the central point of the lens and CV point on the
camera image) were calculated (Fig. 2). The repeata-
bility of this method for measuring the crystalline lens
tilt and decentrationwas evaluated using three repeated
measurements in 15 eyes.

Statistical Analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using commer-
cially available software (SPSS Statistics 22.0; IBM
Inc., Armonk, NY). A paired-sample t-test was
performed to compare the measurement results for the

Figure 2. Diagrammatic representation of the corneal vertex
(yellow dot, O, is the point of origin), center point of the crystalline
lens plane (green dot, P′), and center point of the limbus plane (blue
dot, P) in the plane-coordinate system The length of OP is defined as
the crystalline decentration distance relative to the corneal vertex;
the length of OP′ is defined as the distance from the center point
of the limbus plane relative to the corneal vertex; and the length of
PP′ is defined as the displacement between the center points of the
limbus plane and crystalline lens plane.

distance of the center point of the limbus plane and the
distance of the center point of the crystalline lens plane
relative to the CV. The intraclass correlation coefficient
(ICC) and pooled within-subject standard deviations
(SD) were used to make the repeatability assessment.
All of the tests had a significance level of 5%.

Results

A total of 30 participants (30 right eyes) were evalu-
ated in this prospective pilot study. The mean age was
approximately 53 ± 18 years (range, 23–80), and the
axial length, anterior chamber depth, and lens thick-
ness (automatically measured by the ANTERION
device) were approximately 24.20 ± 1.89 mm (range,
22.16–29.48), 3.35 ± 0.37 mm (range, 2.61–3.98), and
4.26 ± 0.47 mm (range, 2.89–5.18), respectively.

In 15 right eyes of 15 participants, the within-
subject SD values were 0.43° for tilt magnitude and
0.04 mm for decentration distance. The ICC values
were 0.928 for tiltmagnitude and 0.960 for decentration
distance. The mean tilt magnitude of the crystalline
lens relative to the CV was 4.16° ± 1.97° (range, 1.12°–
9.51°). The mean distance from the CV to the center
of the limbus, which was 0.31 ± 0.14 mm (range,
0.07–0.65), did not differ significantly from the mean
distance from the CV to the center of the crystalline
plane, which was 0.33 ± 0.20 mm (range, 0.05–0.87;
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Figure 3. The distribution of the location of the center point of the limbus plane (A, blue diamond) and the center point of the crystalline
lens plane (B, yellow triangle) relative to the corneal vertex (expressed in millimeters) in the coordinate system (30 eyes).

P = 0.354). However, the central point of the limbus
plane was not located in the same quadrant as the
center of the crystalline plane in 80% of the cases
(24/30) (Fig. 3). Moreover, the distance from the center
of the limbus plane to the center of crystalline plane in
the camera image was approximately 0.33 ± 0.19 mm
(range, 0.08–0.81).

Discussion

This prospective observational study found that
the center of the limbus plane was not consistent
with that of the crystalline lens plane, and the tilt
and decentration of the crystalline lens were natural
phenomena. The crystalline lens and intraocular lens
tilt and decentration have been investigated in previous
studies with the help of different imaging techniques,
such as Purkinje reflection imaging, ultrasound biomi-
croscopy, time-domain anterior segment OCT, and
Scheimpflug imaging.4–9 However, the reference points
or planes (iris plane or the center of the pupil) used
to evaluate lens tilt and decentration evaluation were
inconsistent in the above-mentioned studies, which
rendered comparison of the research data impossible.
The visual axis is an important reference landmark. It
is a straight line that passes through the center of the
fovea and the center of the pupil and is the best approx-
imate for determining the alignment to the CV and
plays an important role in formulating the surgical plan
for premium IOLs. The SS-OCT biometry imaging
devices, such as the IOLMaster 700 and ANTERION,

can provide whole-eye or anterior segment OCT scans
with reference to the visual axis and CV, respectively.
Wang et al. investigated the crystalline lens and IOL tilt
using IOLMaster 700 with the visual axis as reference.2
Moreover, it was possible to investigate the consistency
of the center point of the limbus plane and crystalline
lens plane, and tilt and decentration of the crystalline
lens relative to the CV in this study with the help of
SS-OCT anterior-segment imaging technology and 3D
reconstruction.

In the current study, we investigated the crystalline
lens tilt and decentration, and the potential incon-
sistency between the center point of the limbus and
crystalline lens using the ANTERION device. To the
best of our knowledge, Wang et al.2 and Hirnschall
et al.10 conducted the only studies that have evalu-
ated lens tilt, and they used the IOLMaster 700 (Carl
Zeiss Meditec, Jena, Germany), which differs from the
ANTERION device used in this study. Our current
study also yielded the following novel findings, which
were distinct from those of the two above-mentioned
studies: (1) use of the ANTERION biometer offers
relatively good repeatability of the crystalline lens
decentration measurements, and (2) the center point of
the limbus plane is not consistent with the center point
of the crystalline lens plane.

In this study, the mean tilt magnitude of all
crystalline lenses relative to the CV was 4.16° ± 1.97°,
which is similar to the corresponding magnitude of
4.3° ± 0.9° in the study by Hirnschall et al.10 and is
slightly higher than the corresponding data of 3.7°
± 1.1° reported by Wang et al.2 These discrepancies
may be attributed to the following: (1) each study
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had different sample sizes (number of eyes); (2) pupil-
lary dilation was not performed for SS-OCT imaging
in our study and that of Wang et al.2; (3) only the
right eye was included in the final data analysis in this
study; (4) the axial length range varied among different
studies; (5) potential differences may exist between the
self-designed analysis software used in each study; and
(6) the CV is an approximate reference point but is not
exactly the same as the visual axis.3

The mean decentration distance of all crystalline
lenses relative to the CV was 0.33 ± 0.20 mm, which
was considerably higher than 0.12 mm reported by
Kimura et al.,8 who used the corneal topographic axis
(the line passing through the center of the entrance
pupil and normal to the corneal surface) as the refer-
ence line.11 We believe that the reason for the signifi-
cant difference is mainly due to the different reference
lines used in these two studies. The natural crystalline
lens tilt and decentration alsomay cause internal coma,
similar to the IOL, which can be evaluated using
aberrometers and can be influenced by pupil size.12,13
Horizontal coma may cause astigmatism and defocus,
and vertical coma may be proportional to the spherical
aberration correction of the IOL.14,15 Therefore, both
studies demonstrated the existence of natural decentra-
tion in the crystalline lens, which may provide useful
information for premium IOL screening.

Angle alpha, defined as the distance between the
center of the limbus and visual axis, plays an important
role in premium IOL screening. Mahr et al.16 found
that the mean angle alpha magnitude measured with
iTrace (Tracey Technologies) was 0.44 ± 0.19 mm in
a population that underwent cataract surgery. Angle
alpha should ideally indicate the difference between
the center of the lens and visual axis. The blockage
of the iris tissue makes it difficult to visualize the
whole lens with most devices. Therefore, some devices
use the center of limbus as the center of the lens to
calculate angle alpha. The SS-OCT imaging technique,
in conjunction with the 3D reconstruction method,
especially the Metrics App in ANTERION, facilitated
precise calculation of the center of the lens and verifi-
cation of the potential difference between the center
of the limbus and the center of the lens. In this study,
we found that the center of the lens and the center
of the limbus were different and were located at a
distance of 0.33± 0.19mm from each other.Moreover,
although the distance between the CV and lens center
was 0.33 ± 0.20 mm, which is similar to the corre-
sponding angle alpha data (0.33 ± 0.14 mm) obtained
by Fu et al.1 using iTrace, both values are not exactly
the same. Although Fu et al.1 found that no signifi-
cant correlation between angle alpha and some objec-
tive vision quality parameters after multifocal IOL

implantation, we still believe that angle alpha is an
important factor influencing premium IOL selection.1
However, our finding emphasizes that the angle alpha
data calculated from the distance between the limbus
center (recognized as the lens center point) and visual
axis in some clinical devices should be updated in the
future. Our sample size was relatively small, and the
effect of size for our sample size was 0.3442; therefore,
a bigger sample size and postoperative IOL tilt and
decentration, as well as their correlations with higher
order aberrations, should also be investigated in further
studies.

In conclusion, the potential difference between the
central point of the limbus plane and the central point
of the crystalline lens plane should be observed in clini-
cal practice. Moreover, the tilt and decentration of the
crystalline lens exist naturally with respect to the CV.
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